
Post-WW II West -- Economic and Social Developments 

The global economy
A. Economic globalization
    1. Global economy evident after collapse of communism
        a. Expanding trade, foreign investments, privatization of industry
        b. Free trade: free of state-imposed restrictions
    2. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
        a. Formed in 1947; in 1994, 123 GATT members created Word Trade Organization (WTO)
        b. Dramatic growth in world trade, 1966-1990
    3. Global corporations symbols of the new economy
        a. Multinational businesses operate apart from laws and restrictions of any one nation
        b. Seek cheapest labor and resources; prefer lax environmental laws
        c. Pay less in taxes in developed world than formerly
B. Trading blocs
    1. The European Union
        a. Begun in 1957 with six nations, now includes fifteen
        b. A common market, free trade, free travel within the Union
        c. Eleven members adopted a common currency, the Euro, in 1999
        d. Expectations of a European Political Union eventually
    2. Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
        a. Cartel established in 1960 to raise global oil prices
        b. After Arab-Israeli war of 1973, OPEC placed embargo on oil to U.S., Israel's ally
        c. Price of oil quadrupled from 1973 to 1975, triggered global recession
        d. Overproduction and dissension among members diminished influence, 1990s
    3. Regional trade associations formed to establish free-trade zones for member states
        a. Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1967, five members
        b. North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1993: U.S., Canada, Mexico
    4. Critics of globalization
        a. To supporters, global economy efficient, best path to global prosperity
        b. To critics, widens gap between rich and poor, destroys environment, threatens local 
            and traditional crafts and economies

Cross-cultural exchanges and global communication
A. Global Barbie
    1. Western consumerism becoming a global phenomenon
    2. Sara versus Barbie in Iran
        a. Barbie seen as a threat to Islamic values, symbol of cultural imperialism
        b. Iranian dolls, Sara and her brother Dara (an Islamic cleric), are modest alternatives
    3. Barbie in Japan
        a. Image of Barbie unsettling, Mattel created a younger doll for Japanese market
        b. Whereas Iranians reject image of Barbie, Japanese adjust Barbie to their aesthetic
B. Consumption and cultural interaction
    1. Global culture of consumption
        a. Satisfies wants and desires rather than needs or necessities
        b. Homogenization of global culture: blue jeans, Coca-Cola, McDonalds
        c. Western icons often replace local businesses and indigenous cultures
        d. Brand names also identify local products, for example, Swiss Rolex, Perrier, Armani
    2. Pan-American culture competes with United States
        a. Eva Peron (Evita) has become a pop icon in Argentina and beyond
        b. Latin American societies blended foreign and indigenous cultural practices



C. The age of access
    1. Globalization minimizes social, economic, and political isolation
    2. Preeminence of English language
        a. Critics: mass media become a vehicle of cultural imperialism
        b. Internet is an information colony, with English hegemony
        c. China attempts a firewall to control Internet information
    3. Adaptations of technology in authoritarian states
        a. Zaire television showed dictator Mobutu Sese Seko walking on clouds
        b. Vietnam and Iraq limit access to foreign servers on Internet

Global problems
A. Population pressures and environmental degradation
    1. Dramatic population increases in twentieth century
        a. Population increased from 500 million in 1650 to 2.5 billion in 1950
        b. Asia and Africa experienced population explosion after WWII
        c. 5.5 billion people in 1994; perhaps 11.6 billion people in 2200
        d. So far, food production has kept pace with population growth
        e. Fertility rates have been falling for past twenty years
    2. Environmental impact
        a. Urbanization and agricultural expansion threaten biodiversity
        b. Gas emissions, coal burning contribute to global warming
    3. Population control: a highly politicized issue
        a. Some developing nations charge racism when urged to limit population
        b. UN agencies have aided many countries with family-planning programs
        c. China's one-child policy has significantly reduced growth rate
        d. Other cultures still favor larger families, for example, India
B. Economic inequities and labor servitude
    1. Causes of poverty
        a. Inequities in resources and income separate rich and poor societies
        b. Attendant problems: malnutrition, environmental degradation
        c. Legacy of colonialism: economic dependence
    2. Labor servitude increasing
        a. Slavery abolished worldwide by 1960s
        b. Millions still forced into bonded labor
        c. Child-labor servitude common in south and southeast Asia
    3. Trafficking of persons across international boundaries widespread
        a. Victims, mostly girls and women, lured with promises of work
        b. Often in sex industry; hugely profitable though criminal
C. Global diseases
    1. Many epidemics now under control
        a. Last major pandemic (1918-1919): flu epidemic that killed twenty to forty million
        b. Smallpox and diphtheria eradicated
    2. HIV/AIDS identified in 1981 in San Francisco
        a. In 2000, 36.1 million people living with HIV/AIDS worldwide, 21.8 million in Africa
        b. Kills adults in prime; many children in Africa orphaned
        c. Threatens social and economic basis of African societies
        d. Many cannot afford treatment
D. Global terrorism
    1. The weapon of those out of power, of anticolonial and revolutionary movements
    2. Difficult to define terrorism
        a. Deliberate violence against civilians to advance political or ideological cause
        b. Rarely successful; often discredits potentially worthy causes



    3. 11 September 2001 focused international attention on terrorism
        a. Source identified as Islamic militant Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda network
        b. Angered by U.S. presence in Saudi Arabia; proclaimed jihad, holy war
E. Coping with global problems: international organizations
    1. Many global problems cannot be solved by national governments
    2. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
        a. Red Cross, an international humanitarian agency, founded 1964
        b. Greenpeace, an environmental organization, founded in 1970 
    3. The United Nations, founded 1945 "to maintain international peace and security"
        a. Not successful at preventing wars, for example, Iran-Iraq war
        b. Cannot legislate, but has influence in international community
        c. More successful in health and educational goals: eradication of smallpox, decrease in 
            child mortality, increase in female literacy
    4. Human rights: an ancient concept, gaining wider acceptance
        a. Nuremberg Trials of Nazis established concept of "crimes against humanity"
        b. UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights: forbids slavery, torture, discrimination
        c. NGOs such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch

Crossing boundaries
A. Feminism and equal rights
    1. Status of women changed dramatically after WWII in industrialized states
    2. Women demanded full equality with men, access to education and employment
    3. Birth control enables women to control their bodies and avoid "biology destiny"
    4. U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964 forbids discrimination on basis of race or sex
B. Migration
    1. Internal migration: tremendous flow from rural to urban settings
        a. Part of process of industrialization; in western societies 75 percent of population is 
            urban
        b. Urbanization a difficult transition for rural people
        c. Crowded in slums at the edge of cities; strain urban services
    2. External migration: fleeing war, persecution, seeking opportunities
        a. Thirteen million "guest workers" migrated to western Europe since 1960
        b. Ten million migrants (mostly Mexican) migrated to United States since 1960
        c. In oil-producing countries, foreigners make up half of working population
        d. About 130 million people currently live outside their countries of citizenship
    3. Migrant communities within host societies
        a. Migrants enrich societies in many ways, but also spark hostility and conflict
        b. Fears that migrants will undermine national identity, compete for jobs
        c. Anti-immigrant movements (xenophobia) lead to violence and racial tension
C. Cross-cultural travelers
    1. Mass tourism possible with more leisure and faster travel
    2. Effects of mass tourism
        a. Now travel and tourism is the largest single industry on the planet
        b. Low-paying jobs; profits go mostly to developed world
        c. Tourism exposes cultural variations and diversity of local traditions
        d. Tourism leads to revival and transformation of indigenous cultural traditions 



The Second Industrial Revolution

The major problems of our day confront all human beings in all societies: security, 
unemployment, poverty, ecological deterioration. What is responsible for these afflictions 
ravaging all societies in all parts of the globe? Many forces are at work, but probably most basic 
is the second industrial revolution that began during World War II. This revolution is much more 
decisive in its impact than the first industrial revolution on both European and non-European 
lands. Much deeper, swifter, and all-pervasive is the impact of today's second industrial 
revolution. 

I. Origin and Nature - World War II stimulated several technological breakthroughs:
  
   A. Nuclear Energy: This power was used first for military purposes with the dropping of atom 
       bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Today it is used for numerous other purposes, such as 
       nuclear power ships, biomedical research, medical diagnosis and therapy, and nuclear 
       power plants.

   B. Labor-Replacing Machines: Whereas the first industrial revolution created labor-saving 
       machines, the second is creating labor-replacing machines. Thanks to micro-conductors, 
       or silicon chips, computers now are much smaller and faster and have become the 
       backbone of modern economies.

   C. Space Science: Outer space offers many advantages for manufacturers because of the 
       absence of gravity and the limitless supply of vacuum and of super-high and super-low 
       temperatures. Hence projects are now under way for automated pharmaceutical space 
       factories producing vaccines and pure tissue cultures for enzymes, automated space 
       factories creating near perfect crystals for use in electronic circuits, and giant solar 
       collectors bearing energy from the sun to earth stations via microwaves. 

   D. Genetic Engineering: Humans have been tempering with genes since they began 
       domesticating plants and animals about ten thousand years ago. but now the tampering is 
       direct and instantaneous. instead of choosing among plants and animals through many 
       generations, scientists now choose among individual genes and manipulate them. such 
       genetic engineering opens up possibilities for a new agricultural revolution and continuing 
       advances in the field of medicine.

   E. Information Revolution: This is a revolution in two parts: accumulating information and 
       distributing information. The rate at which knowledge is being accumulated,  stored, 
       retrieved, and also distributed today is unprecedented and explosive. 

   F. The Green Revolution: The first industrial revolution was accompanied by an agricultural 
       revolution characterized by enclosures, improved seeds, scientific stock breeding, and new 
       agricultural machinery. The second industrial revolution also has been accompanied by an 
       agricultural revolution ("Green Revolution") stimulated by the steep rise in the demand 
       and prices for farm products. This is one reason why food output in the Third World since 
       World War II has increased more than has the population growth.



II. Ecological Repercussions - The combination of population pressures and technological 
    pressures has generated such stress on the planetary ecosystem that the possibility of 
    irreversible environmental deterioration is now seriously discussed:

    A. Acid Rain: seriously damaging forests, lakes, and arable lands in northern Europe, 
        eastern Canada, and northeastern United States.

    B. "Greenhouse Effect": The U.S. Environmental Agency has warned that average global 
        temperatures could rise five degrees centigrade or nine degrees Fahrenheit by 2100, 
        causing ocean levels to rise, producing drastic climatic changes, and disrupting the world 
        economy.

    C. Water Pollution

    D. Deforestation: could destroy 10 to 20 percent of all animal and plant species, as well as 
        deplete the planetary supply of oxygen, 40 percent of which is produced by the tropical 
        forests.

    E. Soil Erosion: follows deforestation.

    F. Desertification: is spreading throughout the globe, not because of drought (which is no 
        more prevalent today than in the past) but because of human abuse of the land through 
        overcultivation, overgrazing, deforestation, and faulty irrigation. The Sahara Desert is 
        expanding 6 to 12 miles per year, and in the drought year of 1984 it grew by 125 miles.

    G. Toxic Wastes: Toxic wastes totaling at least 250 million tons are generated each year in 
        the United States (over 1 ton per person), but no solid data is available about where it is 
        produced and where it is dumped. At least 10 percent of imported food was contaminated 
        with pesticides which are hazardous to human health, and therefore forbidden for use in 
        the United States. But they are freely exported to foreign countries where they are used 
        on food products that eventually are consumed by the American public, as well as by the 
        local population. The World Health Organization estimates that 500,000 people a year are 
        affected by exposure to pesticides and that at least 5,000 die.


